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Is it really possible to enlarge your penis? The answer may surprise you. Researcher Gary Griffin takes you on an
entertaining romp through this wildly taboo subject and shows you how you can safely enlarge your penis. You'll learn
about the stretchers, the pumps, the herbs, the massages, and the surgeries--which ones work and which ones don't.
English Words Abroad summarizes the methods developed for the innovative multilingual Dictionary of European
Anglicisms (Görlach 2001, OUP) which combines data on English loanwords in sixteen European languages (four each
for Germanic, Slavic, Romance and others). This summary allows us to quantify for the first time the extent of the lexical
impact of loanwords on individual languages and cultures. The author discusses the elicitation of data from informants
with a high linguistic awareness; criteria for inclusion; problems of integration on graphemic, phonological, morphological
and semantic/stylistic levels; and speakers' reactions (purism, language, legislation). He then explores the possibilities of
applying these methods to dictionaries of gallicisms and germanisms. The book includes a survey of the most recent
dictionaries of anglicisms in European languages.
Struggling with outdated systems and claim-jumping corporate interests in the deeps of the Kuiper Belt, a family on board
the mining ship El Cavador spots an object moving toward the solar system that triggers a catastrophic war.
Romania's comic genius Marin Sorescu had a great fondness for Ireland. He managed to visit friends there in his
occasional visits abroad during the Ceausescu years, and the Irish poets made many translations of his work. In the
recent Bloodaxe anthology of contemporary Romanian poetry, When the Tunnels Meet, the versions are by Paul
Muldoon. Sorescu was generous in his encouragement of young writers, promoting their work in the journals he edited
and in his publishing ventures. While in Belfast in 1991 for the opening of an exhibition of his paintings (he had started
painting while under house arrest during the 1980s), a group of young Irish poets honoured him by reading their personal
choice of his poems in English translations. Sorescu's response was to arrange for ten young poets from his home region
of Craiova to translate the ten Irish poets for a book to be published in Romania by the Brancusi Foundation. Sorescu's
Choice is the companion English anthology, with versions of the same ten Romanians by the same Irish writers - a ?tting
tribute to the inspiration of the books and the poets. The poets are:Ruth Carr * Amelia CalujnaiAndrew Elliott * Ion
MunteanuJohn Hughes * Grigore BalanescuJohn Kelly * Nicolae DiaconuPeter McDonald * Doina PologeaMartin
Mooney * Ion HirghidusPhilip Orr * Constantin PredaPatrick Ramsey * Florea MiuJanet Shepperson * Carmen FiranKevin
Smith * Patrel Berceanu
“Very funny . . . A pitch-perfect account of how it feels to be part of as culture that’s better at showing you what to wear
than what to believe in . . . a real original.”—New York Magazine A gorgeous girl recalls her coming of age in her tiny,
picturesque English village at the turn of the last century. After she opts out of a rural beauty pageant, her life—and its
telling—begins to unravel. And it unravels into a multitude of extremely amusing, searingly beautiful strands that eventually
lead her, and a troubled young man who befriends her, through the wall upholstered hellholes of modern Manhattan
toward a heartrending and hugely satisfying climax that will almost literally blow your socks off. “Fun, full-throttle stuff,
which rather miraculously dresses down the pernicious personal-history trend while remaining both giggly and moving in
its own terms.”—Entertainment Weekly
The star of "Riverdance" describes his rise from the Chicago streets to international fame as an Irish step dancer,
detailing his role in "Riverdance," his creation of "Lord of the Dance" and other shows, his turbulent love life, and his
dedication to his art.
Thrown By A Curve is the fifth erotically charged book in the Play-By-Play series from New York Times bestselling author
Jaci Burton. Perfect for fans of Lori Foster, Maya Banks and Jill Shalvis. This player has a few surprise moves... Alicia
Riley's love for her job as a sports therapist for the St Louis Rivers baseball team is tested when she has to work with
star pitcher Garrett Scott. Out of the line-up with an injury, he's short-tempered, hard to handle, and every solid inch, a
man. At first the only demand he makes is that Alicia get him ready to pitch. That is, until the hot sparks fly and Garrett
figures there's no better therapy than sex. Alicia's tempted to oblige Garrett just about anything, but with their careers at
stake, one bad move and it's game over for them both. Want more sexy sporting romance? Don't miss the rest of this
steamy series which began with The Perfect Play. And check out Jaci's gorgeously romantic Hope series beginning with
Hope Flames.
Animal hobbyists having special interest in reptiles, amphibians, and spiders will find many handsome and instructive
Complete Pet Owner's Manuals devoted to these animals. Each book is profusely illustrated with full-color photos and
high-quality line art. Written by experts in clear, direct language, these books tell owners what they need to know about
correct feeding, health maintenance, parasite problems, and keeping a terrarium.
When Daniel has to travel to San Francisco and needs an escort for a social event, the beautiful Sabrina shows up on his
doorstep. Little does he know that she's not an escort. Their encounter quickly turns steamy until lies threaten to destroy
their passionate affair. Lawful Escort, Lawful Lover, and Lawful Wife form the trilogy chronicling Daniel and Sabrina's love
story. The trilogy kicks off the Eternal Bachelors Club series, which will continue with seven sexy New York bachelors as
they each find love. "Scorching and sensual, Lawful Escort is a sexy and romantic treat not to be missed " - Bella Andre,
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Eternal Bachelors Club (contemporary romance): Lawful Escort
Lawful Lover Lawful Wife One Foolish Night One Long Embrace One Sizzling Touch Scanguards Vampires Series: Book
1: Samson's Lovely Mortal Book 2: Amaury's Hellion Book 3: Gabriel's Mate Book 4: Yvette's Haven Book 5: Zane's
Redemption Book 6: Quinn's Undying Rose Book 7: Oliver's Hunger Book 8: Thomas's Choice Book 8 1/2: Silent Bite (A
Scanguards Wedding) Book 9: Cain's Identity Book 10: Luther's Return Novella: Mortal Wish Book 11: Blake's Pursuit
More to come Stealth Guardians Series: Lover Uncloaked (#1) Master Unchained (#2) - coming in summer 2016 Out of
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Olympus Series (A romantic comedy series about Greek Gods): Book 1: A Touch of Greek Book 2: A Scent of Greek
Book 3: A Taste of Greek Book 4: A Hush of Greek - coming in 2016 Venice Vampyr Novella Series: Venice Vampyr (#1)
Venice Vampyr (#2): Final Affair Venice Vampyr (#3): Sinful Treasure Venice Vampyr (#4): Sensual Danger In
collaboration with Lara Adrian: The Phoenix Code Book 1 & 2: Cut and Run Book 3 & 4: Hide and Seek
Magyar történelem.
Love don’t cost a thing… except everything. When billionaire mogul James Preston hires an escort as a date for his
brother’s wedding, he knows he’s taking a risk. One thing he won’t be taking? The escort’s clothes off. He just wants a
date—not a girlfriend. Not a relationship. No strings. No ties. No games. No sex. He has his reasons. He lost someone he
loved, and isn’t interested in trying again. Too many opportunities for mistakes or worse, heartbreak. Audrey Reynolds
became a high-end escort to keep her brother in his expensive group home. James Preston is the client of her
dreams—he’s offering to pay her more money for two weeks than she’s ever made before. But James is... difficult. He’s
gorgeous, troubled and all too human for Audrey's business-like tastes. Determined to complete her assignment and
collect the money, Audrey tries to play by James’s rules. But before she knows what's happening, he's rewriting the
contract. When Audrey ends up in James’s bed, he realizes that she’s everything he’s wanted… and everything he’s
been running from.
This coursebook is divided into 14 units with a language review at the end of each unit. Authentic texts, motivating topics
and fun communication activities engage students of different ages and an extensive writing reference section includes
model answers and develops writing skills.
Written in the 1960s, TRUTH AND METHOD is Gadamer's magnum opus. Looking behind the self-consciousness of science, he discusses
the tense relationship between truth and methodology. In examining the different experiences of truth, he aims to "present the hermeneutic
phenomenon in its fullest extent.
This volume illuminates the vibrancy of religious beliefs and practices which profoundly shaped family life in this era. Drawing on a wide range
of sources, it affirms the central place of the household to Catholic spirituality.
This unique textbook explores practice-based research (PBR), using numerous practice examples to actively encourage and engage
students and practitioners to embrace research as a meaningful support for their practice. Whilst evidence-based practice gives practitioners
access to information about "universal" best practices, it does not prioritize practitioner-generated knowledge or promote new research-based
interventions relevant to their own practice circumstances as PBR does. This book discusses the evolution of PBR as a distinct social work
research approach, describes its principles and methods and presents a range of exemplars illustrating the application of PBR within different
practice methods in different practice settings. The chapters cover: Identifying the research question in a PBR model Designing a study and
identifying a methodology Sampling Literature reviews Gathering data Ethics Analyzing data and interpreting results Putting research into
practice Viewing the practitioner as central to the research process, and research as a necessary component of practice, this invaluable book
emphasizes the seamless integration of practice and research. It is about research in social work practice rather than research on social work
practice. Each chapter includes an overview, an introduction, and a key concepts summary. Practice-Based Research in Social Work is a
very accessible text suitable for social work students, particularly MSW students, and practitioners.
The European Union is in crisis. Crippled by economic problems, political brinkmanship, and institutional rigidity, the EU faces an increasingly
uncertain future. In this compelling essay, leading scholar of European politics, Jan Zielonka argues that although the EU will only survive in
modest form - deprived of many real powers - Europe as an integrated entity will grow stronger. Integration, he contends, will continue apace
because of European states’ profound economic interdependence, historic ties and the need for political pragmatism. A revitalized Europe
led by major cities, regions and powerful NGOs will emerge in which a new type of continental solidarity can flourish. The EU may well be
doomed, but Europe certainly is not.
Presented by one of Romania's greatest scholars, Academician Cornelia Bodea, the scroll provides evidence of important cultural and
spiritual relations between two peoples living together in the same land, Romanians and Jews.
The IEEE BlackSeaCom series of conferences are held in the countries surrounding the Black Sea The goal of the IEEE BlackSeaCom is to
bring together visionaries in academia, research labs and industry from all over the world to the shores of the Black Sea Here they will
address many of the outstanding grand challenges that exist in the areas of communications and networking while having an opportunity to
explore this exciting and dynamic region that has a rich history
A Marriage and a Sudden Move to a New Town Won't Slow This Mischievous Writer Down! Barbara Buncle: bestselling novelist, new
wife...new neighbor? In this charming follow-up to Miss Buncle's Book, the intrepid writer moves to a new town filled with fascinating
folks...who don't even know they might become the subjects of her next bestselling book. Miss Buncle may have settled down, but she has
already discovered that married life can't do a thing to prevent her from getting into humorous mix-ups and hilarious hijinks. A beloved author
who has sold more than seven million books, D. E. Stevenson is at her best with the stories of Miss Buncle. "Completely charming." "And
funny, in a way that's intelligent without being difficult and cozy without turning sticky-sweet."—Reader Review for the Miss Buncle books
Illustrated in full color, each book contains over 30 tempting recipes that are easy to follow suitable for a range of occasions.
A semi-autobiographical romance between a French engineer and the daughter of a Hindu family with which he stayed in India. A case of
East meets West with all the joys and woes that such encounters bring. For her version of the story see her novel, It Does Not Die.
Na haar man se dood besluit Hermien om haar lewe te hervat. Op haar lang reis na Paternoster neem sy 'n ompad deur die Karoo. En dit is
hier waar 'n bruingebrande boer haar pad kruis.
Leveled reader that supports comprehensive literacy instruction and actively engages students in reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
(6-Pack w/ Teacher Note)
The author shares her perspective on such topics as the 2000 election, present-day civil rights activists, and the relationship between the
United States and Canada.
Fall in love with this larger than life trio. Follow the Curvies as they stumble through life, romance, drama and some plus sized laughs. Sassy
full figured Bree carson loves her life, her singing and her two curvy best friends, the chubby Skyla and the always feisty Elise. But still she
feels something is missing. Taylor Cole returns to his home town after leaving a decade ago. When Bree and Taylor are thrust together, old
sparks from the past reignite. But can Taylor break through the walls securely built around Bree's heart? Will Bree let him?
This volume presents fourteen case studies of standardization processes in eleven different Germanic languages. Together, the contributions
confront problematic issues in standardization which will be of interest to sociolinguists, as well as to historical linguists from all language
disciplines. The papers cover a historical range from the Middle Ages to the present and a geographical range from South Africa to Iceland,
but all fall into one of the following categories: 1) shaping and diffusing a standard language; 2) the relationship between standard and
identity; 3) non-standardization, de-standardization and re-standardization.
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An underemployed, skateboarding party animal, Colby Buzzell traded a dead-end future for the army—and ended up as a machine gunner in
Iraq. To make sense of the absurd and frightening events surrounding him, he started writing a blog about the war—and how it differed from
the government’s official version. But as his blog’s popularity grew, Buzzell became the embedded reporter the Army couldn’t
control—despite its often hilarious efforts to do so. The result is an extraordinary narrative, rich with unforgettable scenes: the Iraqi woman
crying uncontrollably during a raid on her home; the soldier too afraid to fight; the troops chain-smoking in a guard tower and counting tracer
rounds; the first, fierce firefight against the “men in black.” Drawing comparisons to everything from Charles Bukowski to Catch-22, My War
depicts a generation caught in a complicated and dangerous world—and marks the debut of a raw, remarkable new voice.
Master of chilling suspense R. L. Stine proves that you never outgrow a good scare. If he frightened you then, he’ll terrify you now. . . . Ellie
Saks is dying to escape the city. She’s sick of dead-end jobs, her mother’s disapproval, her loser ex-boyfriend, Clay, who won’t take a hint,
and the memories of a terrible incident that occurred years ago. When her best friend suggests a summer in the Hamptons, full of glitzy
parties, cool cocktails, and hot dates, Ellie’s on the first Jitney out. To fund all this glamour, Ellie takes a job as a nanny. From the outside,
the family’s beachfront home is perfect. But then Ellie meets four-year-old Brandon, who hasn’t spoken for months. The boy’s icy stare and
demonic laughter make clear to Ellie that he is troubled, haunted by something too horrible for words. She begins to receive threatening
messages and disturbing gifts. But it’s not until she barely escapes a harrowing experience that she realizes her life may depend on figuring
out who’s behind it: Clay? Brandon? And why? And every once in a while, in a crowd, she sees a face she hasn’t seen in seven years—the
face of a boy who died long ago. It would seem that Ellie’s summer of fun has turned into a summer of horror—one she’ll never forget . . . if
she survives it at all.
A fan's resource for the award-winning cable television program features information about the show's actors, producers, costume designers,
and sets, and provides summaries of each season and interviews with the cast.
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